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Abstract
Estimating the matrix of connections probabilities is one of the key questions when studying sparse
networks. In this work, we consider networks generated under the sparse graphon model and the in-
homogeneous random graph model with missing observations. Using the Stochastic Block Model as a
parametric proxy, we bound the risk of the maximum likelihood estimator of network connections prob-
abilities, and show that it is minimax optimal. When risk is measured in Frobenius norm, no estimator
running in polynomial time has been shown to attain the minimax optimal rate of convergence for this
problem. Thus, maximum likelihood estimation is of particular interest as computationally efficient
approximations to it have been proposed in the literature and are often used in practice.
Keywords— Missing observations, network models, sparse estimation, graphon model
1 Introduction
In the past two decades, networks have attracted considerable attention, as many scientific fields are concerned by
the advances made in the understanding of these complex systems. In social sciences [52] as in physics [3] and biology
[54], networks are used to represent a great variety of systems of interactions between social agents, particles, proteins
or neurons. These networks are often modeled as an observation drawn from a random graph.
Missing observations is a common problem when studying real life networks. In social sciences, data coming
from sample surveys are likely to be incomplete, especially, when dealing with large or hard-to-find populations.
While biologists often use graphs to model interactions between proteins, experimental discovery of these interactions
can require substantial time and investment from the scientific community [10]. In many cases, collecting complete
information on relations between actors can be difficult, expensive and time-consuming [33, 55, 26, 23]. On the
other hand, the emergence of detailed data sets coming, for example, from social networks or genome sequencing has
fostered new challenges, as their large size makes using the full data computationally unattractive. This has lead
scientists to consider only sub-samples of the available data [7]. However, incomplete observation of the network
structure may considerably affect the accuracy of inference methods [32].
Our work focuses on the study of the inhomogeneous random graph model with missing observations. In this
setting, the problem of estimating the matrix of connections probabilities is of primary interest. Minimax optimal
convergence rates for this problem have been shown to be attained by the least square estimator under full observation
of the network for dense graphs in [20] and for sparse graphs in [28]. In [19], the authors extended these results to
the setting in which observations about the presence or absence of an edge are missing independently uniformly at
random. Unfortunately, least square estimation is too costly to be used in practice. Many other approaches have
been proposed, for example, spectral clustering [41, 24, 47], modularity maximization [44, 9], belief propagation [18],
neighborhood smoothing [56], convex relaxation of k-means clustering [22] and of likelihood maximization [5], and
universal singular value thresholding [14, 30, 53]. An important question here is the possible computational gap when
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no polynomial time algorithm can achieve minimax optimal rate of convergence. The present work is a step further
in the understanding of this problem.
In this work, we consider the maximum likelihood estimator. This estimator is also NP-hard but its computation-
ally efficient approximations (under some additional conditions) have been proposed in the literature (see, e.g., [40]
for a detailed review of these methods). For example, the authors of [4] suggest to use pseudo-likelihood methods, as
it leads to computationally tractable estimators. Alternatively, in [13] a tractable variational approximation of the
maximum likelihood estimator is proposed. This methods has been applied successfully to study biological networks,
political blogsphere networks and seeds exchange networks [46, 48, 34]. The authors of [8] show asymptotic normality
of the maximum likelihood estimate and of its variational approximation for sparse graphs generated by stochastic
block models when the connections probabilities of the different communities are well separated. In [48], these results
are extended to the case of missing observations. These methods suffer from a lack of theoretical guarantees when
the model is misspecified or non-identifiable. On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, no non-asymptotic
bound has been established for the risk of the maximum likelihood estimator. In this work, we close this gap and
show that the maximum likelihood estimator is minimax optimal in a number of scenarii.
Our results also find a natural application in predicting the existence of non-observed edges, a commonly encoun-
tered problem called link prediction [38, 57]. Interaction networks are often incomplete, as detecting interactions can
require significant experimental effort. Instead of exhaustively testing for every connection, one might be interested in
deducing the pairs of agents which are most likely to interact based on the relations already recorded and on available
covariates. If these estimations are precise enough, testing for these interactions would enable scientists to establish
the network topology while substantially reducing the costs [16]. In this context, estimating the probabilities of
connections through likelihood maximization enables to accordingly rank unobserved pairs of nodes. Link prediction
also finds applications in recommender systems for social networks [50]. The missing observation scheme studied in
this work is motivated by the above examples, and generalizes the model described in [19].
1.1 Inhomogeneous random graph model
We consider an undirected, unweighted graph with n nodes indexed from 1 to n. Its connectivity can be encoded
by its adjacency matrix A, defined as follows: set A a n × n symmetric matrix such that for all i < j, Aij = 1 if
there exists an edge between node i and node j, Aij = 0 otherwise. In our model, we consider that there is no edge
linking a node to itself, so Aii = 0 for all i. We assume that the variables (Aij)1≤i<j≤n are independent Bernoulli
random variables of parameter Θ∗ij , where Θ
∗ is a n × n symmetric matrix with zero diagonal entries. This matrix
Θ∗ corresponds to the matrix of probabilities of observing an edge between nodes i and j. This model is known as
the inhomogeneous random graph model:
∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, Aij |Θ∗ij ind.∼ Bernoulli
(
Θ
∗
ij
)
. (1)
In the present paper we consider the following problem: from a single partial observation of the graph, that is, given
a sample of entries of the adjacency matrix A, we want to estimate the matrix of connections probabilities Θ∗.
The problem of estimating Θ∗ when some entries of the adjacency matrix are not observed is closely related to
the 1-Bit matrix completion problem. The matrix completion problem [12, 31, 43] aims at recovering a matrix which
is only partially observed. More precisely, we observe a random sample of its entries, which may be corrupted by
some noise, and we wish to infer the rest of the matrix. In 1-bit matrix completion, first introduced in [17], the
entries (i, j) of the observed matrix can only take two values {0, 1} with probabilities given respectively by f(M ij)
and 1 − f(M ij). Here, the matrix M corresponds to the real quantity of interest that one would like to infer, and
the function f can be seen as the cumulative distribution function of the noise. A typical assumption in this setting
is that the matrixM is low-rank. In [29], the authors show that for 1-bit matrix completion the restricted penalized
maximum likelihood estimator is minimax optimal up to a log factor. The methods used in our proofs are, to some
extend, inspired by the methods developed for the framework of matrix completion. However, the problem we have
in hand is in many aspects different from the 1-bit matrix completion problem. The structure of the connections
probabilities matrix Θ∗ and the sparsity of the network allow for faster rates of convergence, and the technics of
proof required to match the minimax optimal convergence rate are more involved.
Our approach for estimating the matrix of connections probabilities is based on the celebrated Regularity Lemma
by Szemere´di [37], which implies that any graph can be well approximated by a stochastic block model (SBM). We
refer to [37] for a more detailed presentation of this result. In the SBM, each node i is associated with a community
z∗(i), where z∗ : [n] → [k] is called the index function. This index function can either be treated as a parameter to
estimate (this model is sometimes called the conditional stochastic block model), or as a latent variable. In this case,
the indexes follow a multinomial distribution: ∀i, z∗(i) i.i.d∼ M(1;α∗) where ∀l ∈ [k], αl is the probability that node
i belongs to the community l. Given this index function, the probability that there exists an edge between nodes i
and j depends only on the communities of i and j. For example, when considering citations networks, where two
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articles are linked if one is cited by the other, it amounts to saying that the probability that two articles are linked
only depends on their topic. Similarly, if one considers students of a school in a social network, it is a reasonable
assumption to say that the probability that two students are linked only depends on their cohorts. This implies that
the matrix of connections probabilities Θ∗ can be factorized as follows: Θ∗ij = Q
∗
z∗(i)z∗(j), with Q
∗ a k×k symmetric
matrix such that Q∗ab is the probability that there exists an edge between a given member of the community a and
a given member of the community b, so we have that the conditional SBM can be written as:
∃Q∗ ∈ [0, 1]k×ksym , ∃z∗ : [n]→ [k]
∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, Aij |Q∗, z∗ ind.∼ Bernoulli
(
Q
∗
z∗(i)z∗(j)
)
, Aii = 0.
(2)
While considering the SBM, the problem of estimating the matrix of connections probabilities reduces to estimating
the label function z∗ and the matrix of probabilities of connections between communities Q∗.
In the past decade, the stochastic block model has known a growing interest from the statistical community and
an important part of the work has focused on the problem of community recovery (i.e., the recovery of the vector
of communities populations α∗, or of the label function z∗ in the conditional model). Theoretical guarantees for
this problem were established under quite strong assumptions on the matrix of probabilities of connections between
communities, Q∗, see, for example, [39, 11, 1, 42].
Note that our results hold without assuming the existence of the true community structure, that is, without
assuming that the matrix Θ∗ is block constant. With this in mind, we will focus on estimating the distribution
giving rise to the adjacency matrix, i.e., on estimating Θ∗, rather than on estimating the label function or the
populations of the communities. One important question in this setting is how to choose the number of communities
for our estimator, as more communities implies a smaller bias and a greater variance. Optimizing this trade-off
requires, first, establishing a non-asymptotic bound on the risk of our estimator for a number of communities that
may depend on the number of nodes, and, in a second time, bounding the bias of an oracle block constant estimator.
Our work focuses on relevant in applications setting of partial observations of the network. We consider the
following missing value setting. Let X ∈ {0, 1}n×nsym denote the sampling matrix given by Xij = 1 if we observe Aij
and Xij = 0 otherwise. We assume that the sampling matrix X is random and, conditionally on Θ
∗, independent
from the adjacency matrix A. For all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, its entries Xij are mutually independent. Finally, we denote by
Π ∈ [0, 1]n×nsym the matrix of sampling probabilities such that Xij ind.∼ Bernoulli(Πij). This sampling scheme includes
for instance node-based sampling schemes such as the exo-centered design described in [26], where we observe Aij if
i or j belongs to the set of sampled nodes. It also covers random dyad sampling schemes (described, e.g., in [48]). In
this case, the probability of observing the entry Aij is allowed to depend on the communities of i and j.
1.2 Graphon model
While studying exchangeable random graphs, important questions such as how to compare two graphs with different
numbers of nodes or how to study graphs with an increasing number of nodes call for a more general, non-parametric
model. One of such models that has attracted a lot of attention recently is the graphon model [45, 20, 28, 53]. In
this model, the connections probabilities Θ∗ij are the following random variables
Θ
∗
ij =W
∗(ζi, ζj) (3)
where ζ1, ..., ζn are unobserved (latent) independent random variables sampled uniformly in [0, 1]. The graph is then
sampled according to the inhomogeneous random graph model (1). The function W ∗ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is measurable,
symmetric and is called a graphon. Graphs encountered in practice are usually sparse: the expected number of edges
grows as ρnn
2 where ρn is a decreasing sequence of sparsity inducing parameters. The dense graphon model can be
modified in order to account for this sparsity:
Θ
∗
ij = ρnW
∗(ζi, ζj). (4)
Since the law of the graph is invariant under any change of labelling of its nodes, different graphons can give rise to
the same distribution on the space of graphs of size n. More precisely, let W be a graphon and τ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be
a measure-preserving function. We write Wτ (x, y) = W (τ (x), τ (y)) and say that two graphons U and V are weakly
isomorphic if there exists measure-preserving maps τ , φ such that Uτ = Wφ almost everywhere. It is established
in Section 10, [37] that two graphons define the same probability measure on graphs if and only if they are weakly
isomorphic.
In the present paper we also consider the setting when the matrix of connections probabilities is generated
following the sparse graphon model (4). We deal with two classes of graphon functions previously studied in the
literature, step-function graphons and smooth graphons, under the scenario of partial observations of the network.
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1.3 Outline of the paper
The present paper is devoted to the theoretical study of the maximum likelihood estimator in sparse network models
with missing observations. First, we provide an oracle bound for the risk of the maximum likelihood estimator of
the matrix of connections probabilities from a partial observation of the adjacency matrix A. Our results hold under
fairly general assumptions on the missing observations scheme and we show that the maximum likelihood estimator
matches the minimax optimal rates of convergence in a variety of scenarii. Second, we provide an adaptive version
of our estimator which, in particular, does not require the knowledge of the sparsity parameter ρn. We also bound
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the true matrix of connections probabilities and its block constant approxi-
mation, and derive an optimal choice for the number of communities defining the maximum likelihood estimator.
This manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we introduce the maximum likelihood estimator for the
matrix of connections probabilities Θ∗ from partial observation of the adjacency matrix A. Then, Theorem 1 in
Section 2.2 provides a non-asymptotic oracle bound on the risk of this estimator. As a consequence, we show that our
estimator is minimax optimal in a number of scenarii and derive the corresponding bound for estimating Θ∗ in the
case of full observation of the adjacency matrix A. Our estimation method requires bounds on the entries of Θ∗. In
Section 2.3, we first propose a method to choose these bounds under fairly general assumptions and, in Section 2.4,
we specify it to the case of sparse graphon model (4). We show that the resulting adaptative estimator is minimax
optimal up to a log factor. Finally, in Section 2.5, Theorem 4, we provide the choice for the number of communities
that achieves the best trade off between the variability of our estimate and the fit of the oracle model.
1.4 Notations
We provide here a summary of the notations used throughout this paper.work.
• For any positive integer d, we denote by [d] the set {1, ..., d}.
• For any set S , we denote by |S| its cardinality.
• For any matrix A, we denote by Aij its entry on row i and column j. If A ∈ [0, 1]n×n and A is symmetric, we
write A ∈ [0, 1]n×nsym .
• Let K(q, q′) = q log
(
q
q′
)
+(1− q) log
(
1−q
1−q′
)
denote the Kullback-Leibler divergence of a Bernoulli distribution
with parameter q from a Bernoulli distribution with parameter q′. For any three symmetric matrices with zero
diagonal entries A, B, X ∈ [0, 1]n×nsym we set
KX(A,B) =
∑
i<j
XijK(Aij ,Bij) and K(A,B) =
∑
i<j
K(Aij ,Bij).
• For any three symmetric matrices with zero diagonal entries A, B, X ∈ R[0, 1]n×nsym , let 〈A|B〉 =
∑
i<j
AijBij ,
〈A|B〉
X
=
∑
i<j
XijAijBij , ‖A‖2 =
√〈A|A〉, ‖A‖2,X =√〈A|A〉X , and ‖A‖∞ = maxi,j |Aij |.
• We denote by Zn,k the label functions z : [n]→ [k]. For any z ∈ Zn,k, we denote by Tz the set of block constant
matrices corresponding to the label z:
Tz ,
{
A : ∀i ∈ [n],Aii = 0 & ∃Q ∈ [0, 1]k×k,∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,Aij = Aji = Qz(i)z(j)
}
.
• To ease notations, for A ∈ Tz and (a, b) ∈ [k]2, we sometimes denote by Az−1(a)z−1(b) any entry Aij such that
(i, j) ∈ (z−1(a), z−1(b)) and i 6= j. We write Tk = ∪
z∈Zn,k
Tz.
• We denote by C and C′ positive constants that can vary from line to line. These are absolute constants unless
otherwise mentioned.
• We denote respectively by EX and PX the expectation and the probability conditionally on the random variable
X, and respectively by E and P the expectation and the probability over all random variables.
2 Convergence rate for the maximum likelihood estimator
2.1 Maximum likelihood estimator under missing observations
We start by introducing the conditional log-likelihood for the model (1). Conditionally on the probability ma-
trix Θ∗, the entries (Aij)1≤i<j≤n of the adjacency matrix A are independent Bernoulli variables with parameters
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(Θ∗ij)1≤i<j≤n. Therefore, for anyΘ ∈ [0, 1]n×n, the conditional log-likelihood of the parameter matrixΘ with respect
to the observed entries of the adjacency matrix A is given by
LX(A;Θ) =
∑
i<j
Xij (Aij log(Θij) + (1−Aij) log(1−Θij)) .
For any z ∈ Zn,k and Q ∈ [0, 1]k×ksym, the matrix of connections probabilities corresponding to the block model
(z,Q) is given by Θij = Qz(i)z(j) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and Θii = 0 for i ∈ [n]. With these notations, the conditional
log-likelihood of a block model (z,Q) with respect to the observed entries of the adjacency matrix A is
LX(A; z,Q) =
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij
(
Aij log(Qz(i)z(j)) + (1−Aij) log(1−Qz(i)z(j))
)
=
∑
1≤a≤b≤k
∑
i∈z−1(a), j∈z−1(b)
i6=j
Xij (Aij log(Qab) + (1−Aij) log(1−Qab))
=
∑
a≤b
log(Qab)
∑
i∈z−1(a), j∈z−1(b)
i6=j
XijAij +
∑
a≤b
log(1−Qab)
∑
i∈z−1(a), j∈z−1(b)
i6=j
Xij(1−Aij).
The maximum likelihood estimator for the stochastic block model is
(Q̂, ẑ) ∈ argmax
Q∈[0,1]k×ksym ,z∈Zn,k
LX(A; z,Q).
The block constant maximum likelihood estimator of Θ∗ is defined as Θ̂ij = Q̂ẑ(i)ẑ(j) for all i < j. Note that
maximizing the log-likelihood is equivalent to minimizing a sum of Bernoulli Kullback-Leibler divergences. Indeed,
an easy calculation leads
(Q̂, ẑ) ∈ argmax
Q∈[0,1]k×ksym ,z∈Zn,k
LX(A; z,Q) = argmin
Q∈[0,1]k×ksym,z∈Zn,k
∑
i<j
XijK(Aij ,Qz(i)z(j)). (5)
Moreover, for any fixed assignment z ∈ Zn,k and any sampling matrix X, the log-likelihood with regards to the
observed entries of A will be maximized by taking Qab =XA
z
ab ,
∑
i∈z−1(a),j∈z−1(b)
i6=j
XijAij
∑
i∈z−1(a),j∈z−1(b)
i6=j
Xij
:
LX(A; z) = max
Q∈[0,1]k×ksym
LX(A; z,Q)
=
∑
a≤b
 ∑
i∈z−1(a),j∈z−1(b)
i6=j
Xij
(XAzab log(XAzab) + (1−XAzab) log(1−XAzab)) .
Under full observation of the network, that is, when for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,Xij = 1, previous work [20, 28] on minimax
estimation of the matrix of connections probabilities considered the least square estimator
(Q̂, ẑ) ∈ argmin
Q∈[0,1]k×ksym ,z∈Zn,k
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(
Aij −Qz(i)z(j)
)2
.
Note that for any label function z, the least square criterion will be minimized by taking Qab = XA
z
ab. Thus, the
possible difference between the log-likelihood estimator and the least square estimator lies in the label function that
they select.
In the rest of this work, we will denote by Θ˜ the oracle probability matrix, i.e., the best approximation to Θ∗ in
the sense of the weighted Kullback Leibler divergence:
Θ˜i<j = Q
∗
z∗(i)z∗(j), Θ˜ii = 0
(Q∗, z∗) ∈ argmin
Q∈[0,1]k×ksym ,z∈Zn,k
∑
i<j
KΠ(Θ∗ij ,Qz(i)z(j)). (6)
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2.2 Upper bound on the risk of the restricted maximum likelihood estimator
In this section, we establish an upper bound on the risk of the maximum likelihood estimator and show that it
matches the minimax convergence rate obtained in [28, 19]. We will measure the risk of our estimator in Frobenius
norm. To bound the risk of the maximum likelihood estimator, we assume that there exists sequences ρn and γn
such that ∀i < j,
0 < γn ≤ Θ∗ij ≤ ρn < 1. (7)
Note that for sparse graphs, ρn corresponds to the sparsity inducing sequence in equation (4). We need condition
(7) to have the equivalence between the Frobenius distance and the Kullback-Leibler divergence. This assumption is
systematic in the literature studying the maximum likelihood estimator for the stochastic block model as it guarantees
that the loss associated to the maximum likelihood estimator is Lipschitz. See, for example, [8] and [51], where the
authors assume that the adjacency matrix is generated by an homogeneous stochastic block model for which the
matrix Q∗/ρn has entries bounded away from 0. In our model, this corresponds to imposing that ρn = O(γn), i.e.,
that all entries of the matrix of connections probabilities Θ∗ are of the same order of magnitude. Our assumptions
are more general than the one developped in these articles, as they also cover the case γn = o(ρn).
In [13], the authors consider the dense SBM and assume that the entries of Q∗ belong to {0} ∪ [ζ, 1 − ζ] ∪ {1}
for some ζ > 0. They prove the consistency of the maximum likelihood estimator constrained to a restricted subset
of the parameters. However, the definition of this subset implies knowing the set Ω0 = {(i, j) : Θ∗ij ∈ {0, 1}} prior to
estimating the matrix of connections probabilities. Note that, if we assume that Ω0 is known and that Q
∗ belong to
{0} ∪ [ζ, 1− ζ] ∪ {1}, we can set Θ̂ij = 0 for any (i, j) ∈ Ω0 and estimate the remaining entries (which are bounded
away from 0 and 1) with our procedure.
On the other hand, cases where the entries of Θ∗ are of different order of magnitude are common in the literature
in the case of planted partition models and assortative and disassortative SBM. In the planted partition model, the
matrix of connections probabilities between communities is given by Q∗ = (p− q)Ik + q1k1Tk , where p > q, Ik is the
identity matrix and 1k1
T
k the matrix whose entries are all equal to 1. This amounts to saying that the probability
that two nodes are connected only depends on whether they belong to the same community or not. This model can
be relaxed to give rise to the assortative model, where the within group probabilities of connection Q∗aa are larger
than the between group probabilities of connection Q∗bc : there exists p, q ∈ [0, 1] such that for any a 6= b, one has
Q∗ab ≤ q < p ≤ Q∗aa. The disassortative model corresponds to the case where between communities connections are
more likely than within community connections: one has for any a 6= b, Q∗aa ≤ q < p ≤ Q∗ab. The last two models
are closely related. Indeed, if A is drawn from an assortative SBM, 1n1
T
n − In −A corresponds to a realization of a
disassortative SBM.
In the planted partition model, maximizing the likelihood is equivalent to finding a partition maximizing the
within group connectivity, i.e., maximizing
∑
i<j
AijZij where Zij = 1{z(i) = z(j)}. Convex relaxations of the
constraints on Z have been studied in the literature [25, 6, 2], and theoretical guarantees for these algorithms for
the problem of communities recovery have been established under assumptions on the gap p − q. In these models,
communities are characterized by higher (respectively lower) connectivity, and the assumption that q ≪ p actually
makes the recovery problem easier. By contrast, the definition of a community in the SBM as a set of nodes with the
same stochastic behaviour is far more general. It covers settings not suitably described by assortative or disassortative
models, as, e.g., graphs with leaders and followers such as the well known example of Zachary’s Karate Club (see,
e.g., [35]). In these models, leaders are seldomly linked one to another, but are highly connected to their own set of
followers. On the other hand, followers rarely connect one to another or to more than one leader. By comparison,
our results hold without any assumption on the assortativity or the disassortativity of the model.
In a first time, we assume that we know γn and ρn. We will discuss how to estimate these values in Section 2.4.
Let Θ̂ be the block constant estimator based on the maximization of the likelihood among block constant matrices
with entries in [γn, ρn]:
Θ̂i<j = Q̂ẑ(i)ẑ(j), Θ̂ii = 0
(Q̂, ẑ) ∈ argmin
Q∈[γn,ρn]k×ksym ,z∈Zn,k
∑
i<j
XijK(Aij ,Qz(i)z(j)).
Here we assume that k is fixed and that it can depend on the number of nodes n. k can be chosen using a network
cross-validation method [15] or, when the graphon is a step function, it can be chosen using a sequential goodness-
of-fit testing procedure [36] or a likelihood-based model selection method [51]. When graphon is Ho¨lder-continuous,
we provide a choice of k to optimize the usual trade-off between bias and variance of our estimator in Section 2.4.
Theorem 1. Assume that A is drawn according to (1), and that ρn = ω(n
−1). Then, there exists absolute constants
C,C′ > 0 such that with probability at least 1− 9 exp (−Cρnn log(k))
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ C′ρn
(
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + ρ
2
n
(1− ρn)2 ∧ γ2n
(
k2 + n log(k)
))
.
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Remark 1. Note that we are not interested in regimes for which ρn = O(n
−1), as Theorem 2 implies that in this
setting the constant estimator with all entries equal to the average node degree attains the minimax rate.
Remark 2. This bound is stated as a function of the of weighted Kullback-Leibler divergence KΠ and of the oracle
matrix Θ˜ defined in (6). Note that it implies the weaker bound
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ C′ρn
(
K(Θ∗, Θ˜f ) + ρ
2
n
(1− ρn)2 ∧ γ2n
(
k2 + n log(k)
))
where Θ˜
f
is the oracle matrix for the full Kullback-Leibler divergence K. Indeed, one has KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) ≤ KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜f ) ≤
K(Θ∗, Θ˜f ).
In the case where all entries are observed, that is Πij = 1 for all i < j, the rate attained by the maximum
likelihood estimator is given by the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Assume that A is drawn according to (1), that ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, Πij = 1 and that ρn = ω(n−1). Then,
there exists positive constants C,C′ > 0 such that with probability at least 1− 9 exp (−Cρnn log(k))
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22 ≤ C′ρn
(
K(Θ∗, Θ˜) + ρ
2
n
(1− ρn)2 ∧ γ2n
(
k2 + n log(k)
))
.
If we assume that the probability of observing any entry of the adjacency matrix is bounded away from 0,
Theorem 1 can be adapted to provide a bound on the risk of our estimator under the Frobenius norm. Indeed, if
min
1≤i<j≤n
{Πij} ≥ p, then ‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22 ≤ 1p‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π and we get the following result.
Corollary 2. Assume that A is drawn according to (1), that min
1≤i<j≤n
{Πij} ≥ p and that ρn = ω(n−1). Then, there
exists absolute constants C,C′ > 0 such that with probability at least 1− 9 exp (−Cρn (k2 + n log(k)))
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22 ≤ C′ ρn
p
(
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + ρ
2
n
((1− ρn)2 ∧ γ2n)
(
k2 + n log(k)
))
.
Previously, the problem of estimation of connections probabilities matrix Θ∗ from partial observations of the
network was studied, in particular, by Gao et al. [19]. In this paper, the authors assume that any entry of the
adjacency matrix A is observed independently from the others with the same probability p, which is assumed to be
known. They establish the following lower bound on the risk of any estimator for the stochastic block model.
Theorem 2 (Gao et al., 2017). Assume that A is drawn according to (2), and that each edge is observed independently
from the others with probability p. There exists universal constants C,C′ > 0 such that
inf
Θ̂
sup
Θ∗∈Tk, ‖Θ∗‖∞≤ρn
P
[∥∥∥Θ∗ − Θ̂∥∥∥2
2
≥ C
(
ρn(n log(k) + k
2)
p
∧ ρ2nn2
)]
> C′.
The authors of [19] also prove that the least square estimator is minimax optimal in this setting. Note that our
missing data scheme is more general and more realistic than the one studied in [19], and that our estimator does
not require information on the probability of observing the entries of the adjacency matrix A. In the particular case
when Xij ∼ Bernoulli(p) and ρn = O(γn), Corollary 2 and the lower bound in Theorem 2 ensures that the maximum
likelihood estimator is minimax optimal. We underline that although the lower bound has been established in [19]
for Θ ∈ Tk, ‖Θ‖∞ ≤ ρn, its proof can be adapted to provide a lower bound on the convergence rate for a smaller set
of parameters
{
Θ ∈ Tk, ‖Θ‖∞ ≤ ρn, mini<j {Θij} ≥ γn
}
. Indeed, the ”non parametric” as well as the ”clustering”
components of the rate are established using matrices with entries close to ρn
2
.
2.3 Choice of γ
n
under general assumptions
In this section, we deal with the setting when condition min
i<j
Θ∗ij > γn is violated. In what follows we consider the
sparse case, that is ρn → 0, so γn ≤ 1 − ρn for n large enough. As discussed in [28], we can easily estimate ρn (see
also Section 2.4). On the other hand, when some entries of the matrix of connections probabilities Θ∗ can be 0 or
arbitrarily close to 0, choosing the best sequence γn comes down to a trade-off between errors caused by estimating
entries smaller than γn by γn, and the bound obtained in Theorem 1. We first consider the case when there exists a
sequence γn such that number of small entries ns =
∑
i<j
1{Θ˜ij < γn} is small enough. Then, we have the following
result:
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Corollary 3. Assume that A is drawn according to (1), that ρn = ω(n
−1) and that ns ≤ k
2∨(n log(k))
ρn
. Then, there
exists absolute constants C,C′ > 0 such that with probability at least 1− 9 exp (−Cρn (k2 + n log(k)))
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ C′ρn
(
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + ρ
2
n
γ2n
(
k2 + n log(k)
))
.
To see it, we define
Θ˜
s
ij = Q
s
z∗(i)z∗(j), Θ˜
s
ii = 0
Q
s
ab = Q
∗
ab ∨ γn
(8)
where Q∗ is given by (6). Note that Θ˜
s
and Θ̂ are defined on the same set, and thus KX (A, Θ̂) ≤ KX(A, Θ˜s).
Adapting the proof of Theorem 1 gives
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ C′ρn
(
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜s) + ρ
2
n
γ2n
(
k2 + n log(k)
))
≤ C′ρn
(
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) +KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜s)−KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + ρ
2
n
γ2n
(
k2 + n log(k)
))
≤ C′ρn
(
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 2γnns + ρ
2
n
γ2n
(
k2 + n log(k)
))
(9)
where (9) follows from Lemma 20. Note that, if there exists a sequence γn such that ρn = O(γn) and ns ≤ k
2∨(n log(k))
ρn
,
the upper bound on the risk obtained in (9) matches the bound of Theorem 2 and is minimax optimal.
Without any assumption on the number of small entries of the matrix of connections probabilities, we choose
γn = γ(ρn) , n
−2
3 ρ
2
3
n
(
k2 + n log(k)
) 1
3 and obtain the following bound.
Corollary 4. Assume that A is drawn according to (1), and that ρn = ω(n
−1). Let
Θ̂i<j = Q̂ẑ(i)ẑ(j), Θ̂ii = 0
(Q̂, ẑ) ∈ argmin
Q∈[γ(ρn),ρn]k×ksym ,z∈Zn,k
∑
i<j
XijK(Aij ,Qz(i)z(j)).
There exists absolute constants C,C′ > 0 such that with probability at least 1− 9 exp (−Cρn (k2 + n log(k)))
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ C′ρn
(
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + ρ
2
3
nn
4
3
(
k2 + n log(k)
) 1
3
)
.
If k is not too large, the rate of convergence is essentially multiplied by (nρn)
2
3 .
2.4 Choice of γ
n
for sparse positive graphons
In Theorem 1 we have established an oracle bound for the maximum likelihood estimator with entries belonging to
[γn, ρn]. Defining our estimator requires us to estimate the values of these two sparsity parameters, which are usually
unknown. When matrix of connections probabilities Θ∗ is generated according to the sparse graphon model (4) where
W ∗ is bounded away from 0, these bounds will be of the same order of magnitude and decrease as the expected node
degree. Under this assumption, we can use d̂, the average number of edges, to estimate γn and ρn. Indeed, it is easy
to see that, with probability close to 1, d̂ is close to d = ρn
1∫
0
1∫
0
W ∗(x, y)dxdy, the expected node degree. Note that,
if the graphon W ∗ is Ho¨lder continuous or is a step function, assuming that W ∗ > 0 is enough to ensure that there
exists a constant Cinf > 0 such that W
∗ ≥ Cinf .
To simplify the exposition, we will assume that we observe all the entries of A. Our results can be extended to the
missing observations scheme described in Section 2.1 under the assumption that the entries of the sampling probability
matrix Π are bounded away from 0. Let Ω be a subset of {(i, j) ∈ [n]2, i < j} of size n sampled independently of A,
and let
d̂ =
1
n
∑
(i,j)∈Ω
Aij
ρ̂n = (log(n))
1
5 d̂ , γ̂n = (log(n))
− 1
5 d̂.
(10)
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We use ρ̂n and γ̂n to build the restricted maximum likelihood estimator of the matrix of connections probabilities
based on the the observations of Aij with {(i, j) ∈ [n]2, i < j}\Ω:
Θ̂i<j = Q̂ẑ(i)ẑ(j), Θ̂ii = 0
(Q̂, ẑ) ∈ argmin
Q∈[γ̂n,ρ̂n]k×ksym ,z∈Zn,k
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
K(Aij ,Qz(i)z(j)). (11)
We prove the following upper bound on the risk of this adaptive estimator:
Theorem 3. Assume that A is drawn according to the sparse graphon model and Cinf , inf
(x,y)∈[0,1]2
W ∗(x, y) > 0,
ρn = o(log(n)
−1
5 ) and ρn = ω(n
−1). Then, there exists positive constants N,C,C′ depending only on Cinf , such that,
for n ≥ N , with probability at least 1− 7 exp (−Cnρn), we have∥∥∥Θ∗ − Θ̂∥∥∥2
2
≤ C′ρn log(n)
(
K(Θ∗, Θ˜) + (k2 + n log(k))) .
In the sparse graphon model, if the graphonW ∗ is bounded away from 0 and n−1 ≪ ρn ≪ log(n)−15 , our adaptive
estimator is optimal in the minimax sense up to a log factor. When we can not assume that the graphon W ∗ is
bounded away from 0, we can use the same trade-off as in (8) and choose γ̂n = γ(ρ̂n). Then, with high probability,
we obtain the following bound on the risk of the adaptative estimator:
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22 ≤ C′ρn log(n)
(
K(Θ∗, Θ˜) +
(
log(n)
1
5 ρn
) 2
3
n
4
3
(
k2
n2
+ n log(k)
) 1
3
)
.
2.5 Smooth graphons
We have established a non-asymptotic bound on the risk of the maximum likelihood estimator depending on the
Kullback-Leibler divergence between Θ∗ and its oracle approximation by a block constant matrix corresponding to a
SBM with k communities. While studying the graphon model (4), two classes of graphons are of particular interest:
step function graphons and Ho¨lder continuous graphons [45, 28, 20, 53]. A graphon W is called a step function if
there exists a partition S1 ∪ ...∪Sk of [0, 1] into measurable sets such that the graphon W is constant on any product
set Sa×Sb. For step function graphons, the model corresponds to the stochastic block model described in (2): in this
case, the oracle matrix Θ˜ is equal to the matrix of connections probabilities Θ∗. Next, we bound the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between Θ∗ and its oracle approximation by a block constant matrix for Ho¨lder continuous graphons. We
also provide the optimal choice for the number of communities k for our estimator.
We consider graphons that are weakly isomorphic to a smooth function. More precisely, for any α > 0 andM > 0,
let Fα(M) be the class of Ho¨lder functions, defined as follows:
Fα(M) =
{
W : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], ∀(x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ [0, 1]2,∣∣W (x′, y′)− P⌊α⌋((x, y), (x′ − x, y′ − y))∣∣ ≤M (∣∣x− x′∣∣α−⌊α⌋ + ∣∣y − y′∣∣α−⌊α⌋)}
where P⌊α⌋((x, y), ·) is the Taylor polynomial of W of degree ⌊α⌋ at point (x, y). In particular, if W ∈ Fα(M),
∀(x, y), (x′, y′) ∈ [0, 1]2, ∣∣W (x′, y′)−W (x, y)∣∣ ≤ M (∣∣x− x′∣∣α∧1 + ∣∣y − y′∣∣α∧1) . (12)
When the graphon is Ho¨lder continuous, the following proposition provides an upper bound on the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between Θ∗ and Θ˜.
Proposition 1. Consider the sparse graphon model (4) with W ∗ ∈ Fα(M) where α,M > 0 and we assume that
Cinf , inf
(x,y)∈[0,1]2
W ∗(x, y) > 0, ρn ≤ 1−Cinf and ρn = ω(n−1). Then, almost surely, there exists a k-block constant
matrix Θbc such that
K
(
Θ
∗,Θbc
)
≤ 4n
2ρnM
2
Cinf (1− ρn)
(
1
k
)2(α∧1)
. (13)
Proposition 1 enables us to bound the bias of estimating Θ∗ by an oracle SBM with k communities. On the other
hand, the bound given in Theorem 1 can be considered as the variance term of a block constant estimator with k
blocks. To optimize the trade-off between these two terms, we choose k as follows
k =
⌈
n
1
1+(α∧1) ρ
1
2+2(α∧1)
n
⌉
(14)
and obtain the following result:
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Theorem 4. Consider the sparse graphon model (4) with W ∗ ∈ Fα(M) where α,M > 0 and we assume that
Cinf , inf
(x,y)∈[0,1]2
W ∗(x, y) > 0, ρn ≤ 1 − Cinf and that ρn = ω(n−1). Then, there exists constants C,C′ > 0,
depending only on M , α and Cinf , such that, the restricted maximum likelihood estimator defined by (6) constructed
with k defined by (14) satisfies∥∥∥Θ∗ij − Θ̂ij∥∥∥2
2
≤ Cρn
(
n
2
1+(α∧1) ρ
1
1+(α∧1)
n + n log(ρnn)
)
with probability larger than 1− 9 exp(−C′ρnn log(ρnn)).
The bound obtained in Theorem 4 matches the minimax optimal rate established in [28] and proves that the
maximum likelihood estimator is optimal for estimating the matrix of connections probabilities in graphon model for
graphons W ∗ in the Ho¨lder class.
3 Conclusion
We have studied the problem of estimating the matrix of connections probabilities for the inhomogeneous random
graph model and the graphon model in the case of missing observations. We have established a non-asymptotic
bound on the risk of the maximum likelihood estimator. In particular, we have shown that, if the entries of the
probability matrix decrease at the same rate, our estimator achieves the minimax convergence rate. This result
holds without requiring any knowledge on the probability of observing the entries of the adjacency matrix. When
these probabilities are known, this convergence rate was already shown to be attained by the least square estimator,
however this estimator cannot be computed in polynomial time and therefore it is not used in practise. While our
estimator suffers from the same computational cost, its efficient approximations have been proposed in the literature,
and have been implemented to study real life networks.
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4 Proofs
The proof of Theorem 1 requires bounding the domain of definition of our estimator away from 0 and 1 in order to
ensure that the loss function associated with the maximum likelihood estimator is Lipschitz. The Lipschitz constant
here is equal to 1
(1−ρn)∧γn . We balance this term by ρn by taking advantage of the sparsity of the graph, which
implies, in particular, the low variance of A. For ease of notations, we will assume that 1− ρn ≤ γn. This is the case
when the graph is sparse, and our results still hold in the dense case if we replace γn by γn ∧ (1− ρn) in our bounds.
4.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Let ǫn = C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
for some absolute constant C defined as the maximum of the absolute constants
appearing in Lemma 6, Lemma 11 and Lemma 14, and let ǫ0 , ρnǫn. We start by considering the following two
cases:
Case 1: ‖Θ˜− Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ 2ǫ0. Then the statement of Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 19:
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ 2‖Θ˜− Θ̂‖22,Π + 2‖Θ∗ − Θ˜‖22,Π ≤ 4ρnǫn + 16ρnKΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜).
Case 2: ‖Θ˜− Θ̂‖22,Π > 2ǫ0. Then Θ̂ belongs to the set
SΠ =
{
Θ ∈ ∪
z∈Zn,k
Tz : ‖Θ˜−Θ‖22,Π ≥ 2ǫ0, ‖Θ‖∞ ≤ ρn, min
i<j
{Θij} ≥ γn
}
and we use the following lemma.
Lemma 1. There exists and absolute constant C > 0 such that for all Θ ∈ SΠ simultaneously we have∣∣∣∣∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
−
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12 ∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥22,Π
with probability greater than 1− 2 exp(−Cn log(k)).
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Lemma 1 implies that with large probability, Θ̂ belongs to the set SX defined as
SX =
{
Θ ∈ ∪
z∈Zn,k
Tz : ‖Θ˜−Θ‖22,X ≥ ǫ0, ‖Θ‖∞ ≤ ρn, min
i<j
{Θij} ≥ γn
}
.
To bound ‖Θ˜ − Θ̂‖22,Π when Θ̂ ∈ SX ∩ SΠ, we introduce the following notation. For Θ, Θ′ ∈ (0, 1)n×nsym and
B,C ∈ [0, 1]n×nsym we set ∆KCB(Θ,Θ′) = KB(C,Θ)−KB(C,Θ′). Using Lemma 19 we get
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ 8ρnKΠ(Θ∗, Θ̂)
≤ 8ρnKΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 8ρn∆KΘ∗Π (Θ̂, Θ˜).
On the other hand, the definition of Θ̂ implies that ∆KAX(Θ̂, Θ˜) ≤ 0 so
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ 8ρnKΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 8ρn∆KΘ
∗
Π (Θ̂, Θ˜)− 8ρn∆KAX(Θ̂, Θ˜) (15)
≤ 8ρn
(
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) +
(
∆KΘ∗Π (Θ̂, Θ˜)−∆KΘ
∗
X (Θ̂, Θ˜)
)
+
(
∆KΘ∗X (Θ̂, Θ˜)−∆KAX(Θ̂, Θ˜)
))
.
To bound the terms involved in equation (15), we control sup
Θ∈SΠ
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗Π (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ using the concentration
of X around its expectation Π, and we control sup
Θ∈SX
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KAX(Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ conditionally on X using the
concentration of A around its expectation Θ∗.
Lemma 2. There exists absolute constants C,C′ > 0 such that for all Θ ∈ SΠ simultaneously we have∣∣∣∆KΘ∗Π (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ ≤ 12× 32ρn
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
+ C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
with probability greater than 1− 2 exp(−C′ρnn log(k)).
Lemma 3. There exists absolute constants C,C′ > 0 such that conditionally on X, for all Θ ∈ SX simultaneously
we have ∣∣∣∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KAX (Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ ≤ 14× 32ρn
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
+ C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
with probability greater than 1− 5 exp(−C′ρnn log(k)).
Combining Lemma 1, Lemma 2, Lemma 3 and (15) yields that there exists two absolute constants C,C′ > 0 such
that with probability greater than 1− 9 exp (−C′ρnn log(k))
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ 8ρnKΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 8ρn × 12× 32ρn
∥∥∥Θ̂− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
+ 8ρn × 1
4× 32ρn
∥∥∥Θ̂− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
+Cρn
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
≤ 8ρnKΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 1
8
∥∥∥Θ̂− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
+
1
16
× 3
2
∥∥∥Θ̂− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
+ Cρn
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
≤ 8ρnKΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 1
2
∥∥∥Θ∗ − Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
+
1
2
∥∥∥Θ∗ − Θ̂∥∥∥2
2,Π
+ Cρn
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
. (16)
Lemma 19 and (16) imply that there exists two absolute constants C,C′ > 0 such that with probability larger than
1− 9 exp (−C′ρnn log(k)),
1
2
‖Θ∗ − Θ̂‖22,Π ≤ 8ρnKΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 1
2
× 8ρnKΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) + Cρn ρ
2
n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
4.2 Proof of Lemma 1
To prove Lemma 1, we show that the probability of the following ”bad” event is small:
E ,
{
∃Θ ∈ SΠ :
∣∣∣∣∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
−
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
∣∣∣∣ > 12 ∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥22,Π
}
.
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We use a standard peeling argument (see, e.g., [27]): we slice SΠ in different sets, on which we control
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
.
Recall that ǫn , C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
where the absolute constant C is larger than the constant appearing in Lemma
6, and that ǫ0 , ρnǫn. For l ∈ N∗, we set
Sl,Π ,
{
Θ ∈ SΠ : 2l−1(2ǫ0) ≤
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
≤ 2l(2ǫ0)
}
.
If the event E holds, there exists l ∈ N∗ such that Θ ∈ Sl,Π and∣∣∣∣∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
−
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
∣∣∣∣ > 12 ∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥22,Π .
Note that E
[∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
]
=
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
. The events that we need to control are the following:
El ,
{
∃Θ ∈ Sl,Π :
∣∣∣∣∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
− E
[∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
]∣∣∣∣ > 2l−1(2ǫ0)2
}
.
If E holds for some Θ ∈ SΠ, there exists l ∈ N∗ such that Θ ∈ Sl,Π, thus there exists l ∈ N∗ such that El holds, i.e.,
E ⊂ ∪
l∈N∗
El,Π. For T > 0, let SΠ(T ) be defined as follows:
SΠ(T ) =
{
Θ ∈ ∪
z∈Zn,k
Tz : ‖Θ‖∞ ≤ ρn, min
i<j
{Θij} ≥ γn,
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
≤ T
}
.
We see that Sl,Π ⊂ SΠ(2lǫ0), so we only need to control the probability of the events
E(T ) =
{
∃Θ ∈ SΠ(T ) :
∣∣∣∣∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
− E
[∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
]∣∣∣∣ > T4
}
.
The following lemma helps us bound the probability of the events E(T ).
Lemma 4. For T > ǫ0, let ZT = sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
−
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
∣∣∣∣. There exists an absolute constant C > 0
such that
P
(
ZT ≥ T
4
)
≤ exp
(
−CT
ρn
)
.
Proof. To prove Lemma 4, we first show that ZT concentrates around its expectation and then bound this term.
Lemma 5. Let ZT be defined as in 4. Then
P
(
ZT > 2E[ZT ] +
T
16
)
≤ exp
(
− T
64ρn
)
.
Lemma 6. Let ZT be as in Lemma 4, then there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that
E [ZT ] ≤ T
16
+Cρn
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
.
Putting together Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, we get that there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that
P
(
ZT ≥ 3T
16
+
C
8
ρn
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)) ≤ exp(− T
64ρn
)
.
Our choice of ǫ0 allows us to conclude that for T ≥ 2ǫ0, C8 ρn
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
) ≤ T
16
and
P
(
ZT ≥ T
4
)
≤ exp(− T
64ρn
).
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For this choice of ǫ0,
P (E) ≤
∞
Σ
l=1
P
(
E(2l(2ǫ0))
)
≤
∞
Σ
l=1
exp
(
−2Cǫ02l/ρn
)
≤
∞
Σ
l=1
exp
(−2Cl log(2)ǫ0/ρn)
≤ exp
(−2C log(2)ǫ0/ρn)
1− exp (−2C log(2)ǫ0/ρn) =
1
exp (−2C log(2)ǫ0/ρn)− 1 ≤ 2 exp (−Cn log(k))
for n large enough. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
4.2.1 Proof of Lemma 5
To control the deviation of ZT from its expectation, we apply the following theorem from Bousquet, as stated in [21],
Theorem 3.3.16.
Theorem 5 (Bousquet). Let Xi, i ∈ N be independent S-valued random variables, and let F be a countable class of
functions f = (f1, ..., fn) : S → [−1, 1]n such that E[fi(Xi)] = 0 for all f ∈ F and i ∈ [n]. Set Z = sup
f∈F
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑1≤i≤nfi(Xi)
∣∣∣∣∣
and v = sup
f∈F
∑
1≤i≤n
E
[
fi(Xi)
2
]
. Then, for all x > 0,
P
(
Z > E[Z] +
x
3
+
√
2x(2E[Z] + v)
)
≤ exp(−x).
We apply Theorem 5 to the random variable
ZT = sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
−
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
∣∣∣∣
= sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(Πij −Xij)
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)2∣∣∣∣∣∣
= ρn sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
fΘij (Xij)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
where we set fΘij (Xij) ,
(Xij−Πij)(Θij−Θ˜ij)2
ρn
. The set of functions
{
fΘij ,Θ ∈ SΠ(T )
}
is separable and we can
apply Theorem 5 (see, e.g., [21], Section 2.1). Note that for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, E [fΘij (Xij)] = 0, ∣∣fΘij (Xij)∣∣ ≤ 1,
E
[
(Xij −Πij)2
] ≤ Πij and ∣∣∣Θij − Θ˜ij∣∣∣ ≤ ρn so
sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∑
1≤i<j≤n
E
[
fΘij (Xij)
2
]
≤ 1
ρ2n
sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Πij
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)4
≤ sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Πij
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)2
≤ T.
Theorem 5 implies that
P
(
ZT
ρn
>
1
ρn
E[ZT ] +
x
3
+
√
2x
(
2
ρn
E[ZT ] + T
))
≤ exp(−x)
P
(
ZT > E[ZT ] +
ρnx
3
+
√
2xρn(2E[ZT ] + ρnT )
)
≤ exp(−x)
P
(
ZT > E[ZT ] +
ρnx
3
+ 2ρnx+ E[ZT ] + ρn
√
2xT
)
≤ exp(−x)
where we have used
√
a+ b ≤ √a+√b and 2√ab ≤ a+ b. Setting x = T
64ρn
and noticing that ρn ≤ 1 leads to
P
(
ZT > 2E[ZT ] +
T
16
)
≤ exp(− T
64ρn
).
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4.2.2 Proof of Lemma 6
Once we have bounded ZT by its expectation, we bound E [ZT ]. To do so, we use a symetrization argument and
Talagrand’s contraction principle (see, e.g., [21] for a proof).
Lemma 7 (Symmetrization). Let {Y i}1≤i≤n be independent random variables, {ǫi}1≤i≤n be a Rademacher sequence,
and A be a subset of Rn, then
E
 sup
A∈A
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i≤n
(Y i − E[Y i])Ai
∣∣∣∣∣∣
 ≤ 2E
 sup
A∈A
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i≤n
ǫiY iAi
∣∣∣∣∣∣
 .
Lemma 8 (Talagrand’s contraction principle). Let {φi}1≤i≤n : R → R be 1-Lipshitz functions vanishing at 0, A be
a compact subset of Rn and {ǫi}1≤i≤n be a Rademacher sequence, then
E
 sup
Θ∈A
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i≤n
ǫiφi (Θi)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
 ≤ 2E
 sup
Θ∈A
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i≤n
ǫiΘi
∣∣∣∣∣∣
 .
Recall that
E [ZT ] = E
 sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(Πij −Xij)
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)2∣∣∣∣∣∣
 .
Let (ǫij)1≤i<j≤n be a Rademacher sequence. Lemma 7 implies
E [ZT ] ≤ 2E
 sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
ǫijXij
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)2∣∣∣∣∣∣
 .
For any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, let φij : x → x22ρn . Note that on [−ρn, ρn], φij is a 1-Lipschitz and vanishes at 0. Applying
Lemma 8, we get that
E [ZT ] ≤ 4ρnE
 sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
ǫijφij
(
Xij
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 8ρnE
 sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
ǫijXij
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
 . (17)
We bound the term in using the following lemma.
Lemma 9. Let B ∈ {Π,X} and let Σ be a random matrix such that almost surely, ‖Σ‖∞ ≤ 1 and that conditionally
on B, for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n the coefficients Σij are independent and centered. Assume that there exists α > 0 such
that for all Θ ∈ Rn×nsym ,
∑
i<j
E
B
[
Σ2ijΘ
2
ij
] ≤ α ‖Θ‖22,B . There exists an absolute constant C such that
E
B
 sup
Θ∈SB(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Σij
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
 ≤ γnαT
32× 642ρ2n + C
ρ2n
γn
(n log(k) + k2).
Note that for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, E[X2ij ] ≤ Πij , so for all Θ ∈ Rn×nsym ,
∑
i<j
E
[
ǫ2ijX
2
ijΘ
2
ij
] ≤ ‖Θ‖22,Π . We apply
Lemma 9 with B = Π, α = 1 and for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, Σij = ǫijXij and combine it with (17) to get that for some
absolute constant C
E [ZT ] ≤ Tγn × 8ρn
32× 642ρ2n +Cρn
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
≤ T
4× 64 +Cρn
ρ2n
γn
(
n log(k) + k2
)
.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.
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4.2.3 Proof of Lemma 9
To get an upper bound on EB
[
sup
Θ∈SB(T )
∣∣∣∑1≤i<j≤nΣij (Θij − Θ˜ij)∣∣∣
]
, we use Bernstein’s inequality, which we state
here for the reader’s convenience:
Theorem 6 (Bernstein’s inequality). Let X1, ..., Xn be independent centered random variables. Assume that for all
i ∈ [n], |Xi| ≤M almost surely, then
P

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i≤n
Xi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
√
2t
∑
1≤i≤n
E[X2i ] +
2M
3
t
 ≤ 2e−t.
Recall that for B ∈ {Π,X},
SB(T ) =
{
Θ ∈ ∪
z∈Zn,k
Tz : ‖Θ‖∞ ≤ ρn, min
i<j
{Θij} ≥ γn,
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,B
≤ T
}
and let Sz(T ) , Tz ∩ SB(T ) be the set of matrices in SB(T ) that are block constant for the label z. Let Θ˜z be the
projection of Θ˜ onto Tz for the B-weighted Frobenius norm:
Θ˜
z
, argmin
Θ∈Tz
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥
2,B
.
Note that if Sz(T ) 6= ∅, then Θ˜z ∈ Sz(T ). If Sz(T ) = ∅, we set sup
Θ∈Sz(T )
∣∣∣〈Σ|Θ˜z −Θ〉∣∣∣ = 0. We decompose the error
in two terms.
E
B
 sup
Θ∈SB(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Σij
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
 ≤ EB [ sup
z∈Zn,k, Sz(T ) 6=∅
∣∣∣〈Σ∣∣∣Θ˜− Θ˜z〉∣∣∣]
+ EB
[
sup
z∈Zn,k
sup
Θ∈Sz(T )
∣∣∣〈Σ∣∣∣Θ˜z −Θ〉∣∣∣]
≤ (I) + (II).
(18)
The term (I) denotes EB
[
sup
z∈Zn,k, Sz(T ) 6=∅
∣∣∣〈Σ∣∣∣Θ˜− Θ˜z〉∣∣∣] and corresponds to the error induced by an error on the
label. The term (II) denotes EB
[
sup
z∈Zn,k
sup
Θ∈Sz(T )
∣∣∣〈Σ∣∣∣Θ˜z −Θ〉∣∣∣] and corresponds to the error induced by a Bernoulli
noise.
Control of (I): To control the first term of (18), recall that for any z ∈ Zn,k such that Sz(T ) 6= ∅, Θ˜z ∈ Sz(T ) and
by hypothesis,
∑
i<j
E
B
[
Σ2ij
(
Θ˜ij − Θ˜zij
)2]
≤ α
∥∥∥Θ˜− Θ˜z∥∥∥2
2,B
≤ αT . Furthermore, ‖Σ‖∞ ≤ 1 so
∣∣∣Σij(Θ˜ij − Θ˜zij)∣∣∣ ≤
ρn. Since |Zn,k| ≤ n log(k), the union bound and Bernstein’s inequality imply
P
B
(
sup
z∈Zn,k, Sz(T ) 6=∅
∣∣∣〈Σ|Θ˜− Θ˜z〉∣∣∣ ≥√2αT (t+ n log(k)) + 2ρn
3
(t+ n log(k))
)
≤ 2e−t
P
B
(
sup
z∈Zn,k, Sz(T ) 6=∅
∣∣∣〈Σ|Θ˜− Θ˜z〉∣∣∣ ≥ γnαT
643ρ2n
+
(
2ρn
3
+
643ρ2n
γn
)
(t+ n log(k))
)
≤ 2e−t.
Integrating the last inequality and using ρn
γn
≥ 1, we get that for some absolute constant C
(I) ≤ αγnT
643ρ2n
+C
ρ2n
γn
n log(k). (19)
Control of (II): The control of the second term of (18) is more involved. We adapt the argument developped in
[28] and consider only z ∈ Zn,k such that Sz(T ) 6= ∅. By property of the projection, we have for all Θ ∈ Sz(T ),∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜z∥∥∥2
2,B
≤
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,B
≤ T . Thus
(
Θ˜
z −Θ
)
∈ Az(T ), where
Az(T ) ,
{
Θ ∈ Tz : ‖Θ‖∞ ≤ ρn, ‖Θ‖22,B ≤ T
}
,
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so sup
Θ∈Sz(T )
∣∣∣〈Σ|Θ˜z −Θ〉∣∣∣ ≤ sup
Θ∈Az(T )
|〈Σ|Θ〉| . Let T̂ z ∈ Az(T ) be such that
∣∣∣〈Σ|T̂ z〉∣∣∣ , sup
Θ∈Az(T )
|〈Σ|Θ〉| . (20)
Note that Θ → |〈Σ|Θ〉| is continous and reaches its supremum on Az(T ). Indeed, either for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤
n, Bij > 0 so ‖·‖B is a norm and Az(T ) is compact, or we can find a subspace V of R
(n−1)(n−2)
2 of dimension
|{1 ≤ i < j ≤ n : Bij > 0}| such that for all Θ ∈ R
(n−1)(n−2)
2 , 〈Σ|Θ〉 = 〈Σ|PV(Θ)〉 where PV denotes the projection
onto V, and Az(T ) ∩ V is compact.
To control
∣∣∣〈Σ|T̂ z〉∣∣∣, we build a finite set with small cardinality that approximates T̂ z well both in the weighted
Frobenius norm and in the supremum norm. More precisely, our goal is to construct a finite set C˜z(T ) containing a
matrix V̂ such that 2
(
T̂
z − V̂
)
∈ Az(T ). To apply Bernstein’s inequality, we also need to be able to control the
suppremum norm on this set. Our first step will be to construct such a set.
We denote by Br the ball centered at 0 and of radius r for the weighted Frobenius norm ‖·‖2,B . Let Cz be a
minimal
√
T/2-net for the weighted Frobenius norm on B√T ∩Tz. Note that Az ⊂ B√T ∩Tz, so there exists V̂ ∈ Cz(T )
such that
∥∥∥V̂ − T̂ z∥∥∥
2,B
≤
√
T
2
. Since our choice of net does not allow us to directly bound
∥∥∥V̂ − T̂ z∥∥∥
∞
, we extend
this net using the following argument. For any V ∈ Cz and any matrix U ∈ {−1, 0, 1}k×k, let V U ∈ Rn×n be such
that V Uii = 0 and for all i < j,
V
U
ij = sign(V ij) (|V ij | ∧ ρn)
(
1− ∣∣Uz(i)z(j)∣∣)+Uz(i)z(j) ρn
2
.
Recall that
∥∥∥T̂ z∥∥∥
∞
≤ ρn so for any V ∈ Cz(T ) we have
∣∣∣sign(V ij) (|V ij | ∧ ρn)− T̂ zij∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣V ij − T̂ zij∣∣∣. This implies
that
∥∥∥V 0 − T̂ z∥∥∥
2,B
≤
∥∥∥V − T̂ z∥∥∥
2,B
.
Now, let C˜z(T ) =
{
V U : V ∈ Cz(T ),U ∈ {−1, 0, 1}k×ksym
}
and Û = argmin
U∈{−1,0,1}k×k
∥∥∥V̂ U − T̂ z∥∥∥
∞
. By definition,
for all (a, b) ∈ k × k, Û minimises
∣∣∣V̂ Uz−1(a)z−1(b) − T̂ zz−1(a)z−1(b)∣∣∣, so it is also a minimizer of ∥∥∥V̂ U − T̂ z∥∥∥
2,B
=
∑
a,b∈[k]
( ∑
(i,j)∈z−1(a)×z−1(b),i6=j
Bij
)∣∣∣V̂ Uz−1(a)z−1(b) − T̂ zz−1(a)z−1(b)∣∣∣2. Therefore
∥∥∥∥V̂ Û − T̂ z∥∥∥∥
2,B
≤
∥∥∥V̂ 0 − T̂ z∥∥∥
2,B
≤
∥∥∥V̂ − T̂ z∥∥∥
2,B
≤
√
T
2
.
Furthermore
∥∥∥∥V̂ Û − T̂ z∥∥∥∥
∞
≤
∥∥∥V̂ U∗ − T̂ z∥∥∥
∞
, where U∗ab = sign(T̂
z
z−1(a)z−1(b)). By construction,
∥∥∥V̂ U∗ − T̂ z∥∥∥
∞
= sup
i<j
∣∣∣T̂ zij − sign(T̂ zij)ρn
2
∣∣∣ = sup
i<j
∣∣∣∣∣∣T̂ zij∣∣∣− ρn
2
∣∣∣ ≤ ρn
2
.
Hence, 2
(
T̂
z − V̂ Uˆ
)
∈ Az(T ). Thus, we have shown that
2
∣∣∣∣〈Σ|T̂ z − V̂ Uˆ〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ sup
Θ∈Az(T )
|〈Σ|Θ〉| ,
∣∣∣〈Σ|T̂ z〉∣∣∣
2
∣∣∣〈Σ|T̂ z〉∣∣∣− 2 ∣∣∣∣〈Σ|V̂ Uˆ〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣〈Σ|T̂ z〉∣∣∣∣∣∣〈Σ|T̂ z〉∣∣∣ ≤ 2 ∣∣∣∣〈Σ|V̂ Û〉∣∣∣∣ .
This and (20) allows us to conclude that
sup
z∈Zn,k
sup
Θ∈Sz(T )
∣∣∣〈Σ|Θ˜z −Θ〉∣∣∣ ≤ 2 sup
z∈Zn,k
sup
V ∈C˜z(T )
|〈Σ|V 〉| . (21)
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To bound the right hand side of (21), we recall that by hypothesis for any V ∈ C˜z(T ), ∑
i<j
E
B
[
Σ2ijV
2
ij
] ≤ α ‖V ‖22,B
and note that ‖V ‖∞ ≤ ρn and ‖V ‖2,B ≤
√
T . We use Bernstein’s inequality and the union bound to obtain
P
(
sup
z∈Zn,k
sup
V ∈C˜z(T )
|〈Σ|V 〉| ≥
√
2αT t+
2
3
t
)
≤ 2e
−t+n log(k)+ sup
V ∈C˜z(T )
log(|C˜z(T )|)
. (22)
By construction of C˜z(T ), we have
∣∣∣C˜z(T )∣∣∣ = |Cz(T )| × 3k2 . The following classical result on the covering number of
a ball will help us bound |Cz(T )| (see, e.g., Lemma 5.2 in [49]).
Lemma 10. Let Br the ball of a subspace of Rn of dimension d centered at 0 and of radius r for the euclidean norm,
and N (Br, ǫ) its ǫ-covering number, that is the minimal cardinality of a set C such that for all X ∈ Br, there exists
Y ∈ C such that ‖X − Y ‖ ≤ ǫ. Then
N (Br, ǫ) ≤
(
3r
ǫ
)d
.
Extending the proof Lemma 10 to a weighed euclidean norm is straightforward. Putting Lemma 10 into equation
(22) and noting that Tz spans a subspace of R
(n−1)(n−2)
2 of dimension k(k−1)
2
, we get that for some absolute constant
C
P
(
sup
z∈Zn,k
sup
V ∈C˜z(T )
|〈Σ|V 〉| ≥
√
2αT (t+ n log(k) + k2 log(C)) +
2ρn
3
(
t+ n log(k) + k2 log(C)
)) ≤ 2e−t
P
(
sup
z∈Zn,k
sup
V ∈C˜z(T )
|〈Σ|V 〉| ≥ αγnT
2× 643ρ2n +
(
2ρn
3
+
2× 642ρ2n
γn
)(
t+ n log(k) + k2 log(C)
)) ≤ 2e−t.
We integrate and find for some absolute constant C > 0
E
[
sup
z∈Zn,k
sup
Θ∈Sz(T )
∣∣∣〈Σ|Θ˜z −Θ〉∣∣∣] ≤ αγnT
643ρ2n
+ C
ρ2n
γn
(
n log(k) + k2
)
. (23)
Combining the bounds (23) and (19) yields the desired result.
4.3 Proof of Lemma 2
The proof of Lemma 2 closely follows that of Lemma 1 and we only sketch it. Recall that ǫn , C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
where the absolute constant C is larger than the constant appearing in Lemma 11, and that ǫ0 , ρnǫn. We show
that the probability of the following ”bad” event is small:
E ,
{
∃Θ ∈ SΠ :
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗Π (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ > 12× 32ρn
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
+ ǫn
}
.
Again, we slice SΠ in different sets Sl,Π defined as Sl,Π ,
{
Θ ∈ SΠ : 32l−1(2ǫ0) ≤
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
≤ 32l(2ǫ0)
}
on
which we control the events El ,
{
∃Θ ∈ Sl,Π :
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗Π (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ > 32l−1×2ǫ04×32ρn + ǫn} . To do this, we set
SΠ(T ) ,
{
Θ ∈ SΠ :
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,Π
≤ T
}
and we control the probability of the events
E(T ) =
{
∃Θ ∈ SΠ(T ) :
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗Π (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ > T
642ρn
+ ǫn
}
.
The following lemma helps us bound the probability of the events E(T ).
Lemma 11. Let Z˜T = sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗Π (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣. There exists two absolute constants C, C′ > 0 such
that
P
(
Z˜T ≥ T
642ρn
+ C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)) ≤ exp(−C′Tγ2n
ρ2n
)
.
Proof. To prove Lemma 11, we first show that ZT concentrates around its expectation and then bound this term.
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Lemma 12. Let Z˜T be defined as in Lemma 11. Then there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that
P
(
Z˜T > 2E[Z˜T ] +
T
2× 642ρn
)
≤ exp
(
−CTγ
2
n
ρ2n
)
.
Lemma 13. Let Z˜T be as in Lemma 11, then there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that
E
[
Z˜T
]
≤ T
4× 642ρn + C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
. (24)
Putting together Lemma 12 and Lemma 13, we get that there exists two absolute constants C,C′ > 0 such that
P
(
Z˜T ≥ T
642ρn
+C
ρ2n
γ2n
(n log(k) + k2)
)
≤ exp
(
−C
′Tγ2n
ρ2n
)
.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 11.
Lemma 11 and the arguments developped to prove Lemma 1 help us conclude the proof of Lemma 2.
4.3.1 Proof of Lemma 12
Recall that by definition of Z˜T ,
Z˜T = sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(Πij −Xij)
(
Θ
∗ log
(
Θ˜
Θ
)
+ (1−Θ∗) log
(
1− Θ˜
1−Θ
))∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
γn
sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
fΘij (Xij)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
where we set fΘij (Xij) , γn (Πij −Xij)
(
Θ∗ij log
(
Θ˜ij
Θij
)
+ (1−Θ∗ij) log
(
1−Θ˜ij
1−Θij
))
. Assuming that γn ≤ 1 − ρn,
x→ log(x) and x→ log(1− x) are 1
γn
- Lipshitz on [γn, ρn] so
∣∣∣∣∣Θ∗ij log
(
Θ˜ij
Θij
)
+ (1−Θ∗ij) log
(
1− Θ˜ij
1−Θij
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Θ∗
∣∣∣Θij − Θ˜ij∣∣∣
γn
+ (1−Θ∗)
∣∣∣Θij − Θ˜ij∣∣∣
γn
≤
∣∣∣Θij − Θ˜ij∣∣∣
γn
which implies that for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, ∣∣fΘij (Xij)∣∣ ≤ 1. Moreover for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, E [fΘij (Xij)] = 0 and
E
[
(Xij −Πij)2
] ≤ Πij , hence
sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∑
1≤i<j≤n
E
[
fΘij (Xij)
2
]
≤ γ2n sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∑
1≤i≤n
Πij
(
Θ
∗
ij log
(
Θ˜ij
Θij
)
+ (1−Θ∗ij) log
(
1− Θ˜ij
1−Θij
))2
≤ γ2n sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∑
1≤i≤n
Πij
1
γ2n
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)2
≤ T.
Then, Theorem 5 implies
P
(
γnZ˜T > γnE[Z˜T ] +
x
3
+
√
2x(2γnE[Z˜T ] + T )
)
≤ exp(−x)
P
(
Z˜T > E[Z˜T ] +
x
3γn
+
4x
γn
+ E[Z˜T ] +
2x× 4× 642ρn
γ2n
+
T
4× 642ρn
)
≤ exp(−x)
P
(
Z˜T > 2E[Z˜T ] +
9× 642xρn
γ2n
+
T
4× 642ρn
)
≤ exp(−x)
where we have used
√
a+ b ≤ √a+√b, √ab ≤ a+ b and ρn
γn
≥ 1. Setting x = Tγ2n
9×642×4×642ρ2n
yields the desired result.
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4.3.2 Proof of Lemma 13
In Lemma 13, we bound
E
[
Z˜T
]
= E
 sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(Πij −Xij)
(
Θ
∗
ij log
(
Θ˜ij
Θij
)
+ (1−Θ∗) log
(
1− Θ˜ij
1−Θij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣
 .
Let (ǫij)1≤i<j≤n be a Rademacher sequence. We apply Lemma 7 and get
E
[
Z˜T
]
≤ 2E
 sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
ǫijXij
(
Θ
∗
ij log
(
Θ˜ij
Θij
)
+ (1−Θ∗ij) log
(
1− Θ˜ij
1−Θij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣
 .
For any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, let φij : x → γn2ρnXij
(
Θ∗ij log
(
Θ˜ij−x
Θ˜ij
)
+ (1−Θ∗ij) log
(
1+x−Θ˜ij
1−Θ˜ij
))
. Note that on [Θ˜ij −
ρn, Θ˜ij − γn], φij is 1-Lipschitz and vanishes at 0. Then we apply Lemma 8 and compute
E
[
Z˜T
]
≤ 4ρn
γn
E
 sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
ǫijφij
(
Xij
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 8ρn
γn
E
 sup
Θ∈SΠ(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
ǫijXij
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
 .
Now, applying Lemma 9 with α = 1 and B = Π allows us to conclude that there exists an absolute constant C > 0
such that
E
[
Z˜T
]
≤ T
8× 642ρn +C
ρ3n
γ2n
(n log(n) + k2) ≤ T
8× 642ρn + C
ρ2n
γ2n
(n log(n) + k2).
4.4 Proof of Lemma 3
The proof of Lemma 3 closely follows that of Lemma 2, and we only sketch it. Recall that ǫn , C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
where the absolute constant C is larger than the constant appearing in Lemma 14, and that ǫ0 , ρnǫn. We show
that conditionally on X, the probability of the following ”bad” event is small and does not depend on X :
EX ,
{
∃Θ ∈ SX :
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KAX (Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ > 1
2× 64ρn ‖Θ−Θ‖
2
2,X + ǫn
}
.
We slice SX in the following sets Sl,X ,
{
Θ ∈ SX : 64l−1ǫ0 ≤
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
≤ 64lǫ0
}
and control the probabil-
ity of the events El,X ,
{
∃Θ ∈ Sl,X :
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KAX (Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ > 64lǫ02×642ρn + ǫn} . To do this, we control the
probability of the events EX(T ) =
{
∃Θ ∈ SX(T ) :
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KAX(Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣ > T2×642ρn + ǫn} where SX(T ) ={
Θ ∈ SX :
∥∥∥Θ− Θ˜∥∥∥2
2,X
≤ T
}
.
Lemma 14. Let ZT,X = sup
Θ∈SX (T )
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KAX(Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣. There exists two absolute constants C, C′ > 0
such that PX
(
ZT,X ≥ T2×642ρn +C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)) ≤ 4 exp(−C′γ2nT
ρ2n
)
.
Proof. To prove Lemma 14, we first show that ZT,X concentrates around its expectation and then bound this term.
Lemma 15. Let ZT,X be as in Lemma 14, then there exists two absolute constants C, C
′ > 0 such that
P
X
(∣∣∣ZT,X − EX(ZT,X)∣∣∣ > Cρn
γ2n
+
T
4× 642ρn
)
≤ 4 exp
(
−C
′Tγ2n
ρ2n
)
.
Lemma 16. Let ZT,X be as in Lemma 14, then there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that
E
X [ZT,X ] ≤ T
4× 642ρn +
Cρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) + k2
)
.
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Putting together Lemma 15 and Lemma 16, we get that
P
X
(
ZT,X ≥ T
2× 642ρn + C
ρ2n
γ2n
(
n log(k) +
1
ρn
+ k2
))
≤ 4 exp
(
−C
′γ2nT
ρ2n
)
.
If nρn →∞, for n large enough n > 1ρn . This yields the desired result.
We combine Lemma 14 and the arguments developed in Lemma 1, and note that PX (EX) does not depend on
X to conclude the proof of Lemma 3.
4.4.1 Proof of Lemma 15
In this Section, we prove the Lemma 15 that helps us bound
∣∣ZT,X − EX(ZT,X )∣∣ with hight probability. To prove
that ZT,X concentrates around its mean, we use the following version of Talagrand’s Theorem for Lipschitz convex
functions (for a proof, see Theorem 3.3 of [14]).
Theorem 7. Suppose that f : [−1, 1]N → R is a convex Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant L. Let R1, ..., RN
be independent random variables taking value in [−1, 1]. Let Z := f(R1, ..., RN ). Then for any t ≥ 0,
P (|Z − E(Z)| > 16L+ t) ≤ 4e
(
−t2
2L2
)
.
Recall that
ZT,X = sup
Θ∈SX(T )
∣∣∣∆KΘ∗X (Θ, Θ˜)−∆KAX(Θ, Θ˜)∣∣∣
= sup
Θ∈SX(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(XijAij −XijΘ∗ij)
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Note that ZT,X = f(A) where f(R) is defined for R ∈ [−1, 1]
(n−1)(n−2)
2 by
f : R→ sup
Θ∈SX (T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij(Rij −Θ∗ij)
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
It is easy to see that f is indeed convex. Our next step is to show that f is Lipschitz. Let R,S ∈ [−1, 1] (n−1)(n−2)2 ,
|f(R)− f(S)| =
∣∣∣∣∣ supΘ∈SX (T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij(Rij −Θ∗ij)
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣
− sup
Θ∈SX(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij(Sij −Θ∗ij)
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ sup
Θ∈SX(T )
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij(Rij −Θ∗ij)
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣
−
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij(Sij −Θ∗ij)
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ sup
Θ∈SX(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij(Rij − Sij)
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ sup
Θ∈SX(T )
 ∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij
∣∣∣∣∣(Rij − Sij) log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)∣∣∣∣∣+Xij
∣∣∣∣∣(Rij − Sij) log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
)∣∣∣∣∣

≤ sup
Θ∈SX(T )
‖R− S‖2
 ∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
))2
+Xij
(
log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))2 12
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where we have used that X ∈ {0, 1}n×n. Thus f is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant
sup
Θ∈SX(T )
 ∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
))2
+Xij
(
log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))2 12 .
As stated before, assuming that γn ≤ 1− ρn, x→ log(x) and x→ log(1− x) are Lipschitz functions on [γn, ρn] with
Lipschitz constant γ−1n . Thus f is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant
sup
Θ∈SX (T )
 ∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij

∣∣∣Θij − Θ˜ij∣∣∣
γn
2 +Xij

∣∣∣Θij − Θ˜ij∣∣∣
γn
2

1
2
.
This implies
|f(R)− f(S)| ≤ ‖R− S‖2 sup
Θ∈SX(T )
√
2
∥∥∥Θ˜−Θ∥∥∥
2,X
γn
≤ ‖R− S‖2
√
2T
γn
.
We have shown that f has a Lipschitz constant L =
√
2T
γn
. Applying Theorem 7 for t = T
8×642ρn , we get
P
X
(∣∣∣ZT,X − E(ZT,X)∣∣∣ > 16√2T
γn
+
T
8× 642ρn
)
≤ 4 exp
( −Tγ2n
82 × 2× 644ρ2n
)
.
Using for β > 0, 2
√
ab ≤ βa2 + b2/β yields
P
X
(∣∣∣ZT,X − E(ZT,X)∣∣∣ > 82 × 642 × 16ρn
γ2n
+
T
8× 642ρn +
T
8× 642ρn
)
≤ 4 exp
( −Tγ2n
4× 42 × 324ρ2n
)
.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 15.
4.5 Proof of Lemma 16
Once we have shown that ZT,X concentrates around its mean, we bound E [ZT,X ]. To do so, we follow the steps of
Lemma 13. Let ǫ1≤i<j≤n a Rademacher sequence. Applying Lemma 7, we get
E
X [ZT,X ] = E
X
 sup
Θ∈SX(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Xij(Aij − E[Aij ])
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤ 2EX
 sup
Θ∈SX (T )
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
1≤i<j≤n
XijǫijAij
(
log
(
Θij
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1−Θij
1− Θ˜ij
))∣∣∣∣∣∣
 .
For any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, let φij : x → 12γnXijAij
(
log
(
Θ˜ij−x
Θ˜ij
)
− log
(
1+x−Θ˜ij
1−Θ˜ij
))
. Note that φij is 1-Lipschitz and
vanishes at 0 on the interval [Θ˜ij − ρn, Θ˜ij − γn]. Indeed,
φi(x)
′ =
1
2
γnXijAij
(
−1
Θ˜ij − x
− 1
1 + x− Θ˜ij
)
≤ XijAij .
By definition of the functions φij ,
E
X [ZT,X ] ≤ 4
γn
E
X
[
sup
Θ∈SX(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i<j
ǫijφij(XijAij(Θ˜ij −Θij))
∣∣∣∣∣
]
.
We apply Lemma 8 to get
E
X [ZT,X ] ≤ 8
γn
E
X
[
sup
Θ∈SX(T )
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i<j
XijǫijAij(Θ˜ij −Θij))
∣∣∣∣∣
]
. (25)
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Next, we apply Lemma 9 with B =X, Σij =XijAijǫij and α = ρn. Note that ‖Σ‖∞ ≤ 1 and that for any matrix
Θ,
∑
i<j
E
X
[
X2ijǫ
2
ijΘ
2
ij
] ≤ ρn ‖Θ‖22,X . Combining Lemma 9 and (25) yields
E
X [ZT,X ] ≤ 8
γn
×
(
Tγn
32× 642ρn + C
ρ2n
γn
(
n log(k) + k2
))
.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 16.
4.6 Proof of Theorem 3
Our proof relies on two steps: first, we show that with high probability, d̂ is close to its expected value, which
belongs to [γn, ρn]. More precisely, let γn =
Cinf
2
ρn log(n)
−1
5 and ρn =
(
1 +
Cinf
2
)
ρn log(n)
1
5 . We prove that with
high probability, γn ≤ γ̂n ≤ γn and ρn ≤ ρ̂n ≤ ρn. Then this implies that the oracle matrix Θ˜ belongs to the set
of definition of our estimator and its likelihood is greater than that of Θ̂. Then both Θ˜ and Θ̂ belong to the set[
γn, ρn
]n×n
and we adapt the proof of Theorem 1 to get the desired result.
Lemma 17. Let E = {γ̂n ∈ [γn, γn] , ρ̂n ∈ [ρn, ρn]}. There exists a positive constant C and an integer N , both
depending only on Cinf , such that ∀n ≥ N , P(E) ≥ 1− exp(−Cnρn).
Proof. Note that ‖A−Θ∗‖∞ ≤ 1 almost surely, and that for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, (Aij −Θ∗ij) is centered and has a
variance smaller than ρn. Applying Bernstein’s inequality 6 yields
P
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
(i,j)∈Ω
(
Aij −Θ∗ij
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥√2tnρn + 3t2
 ≤ 2e−t, ∀t > 0.
Choosing t = ρnnC with C > 0 sucht that
√
2C + 3C
2
≤ Cinf
2
yields
P
(∣∣∣∣∣d̂−
∑
(i,j)∈ΩΘ
∗
ij
n
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ Cinf2 ρn
)
≤ 2e−Cnρn .
Note that in the sparse graphon model (4), when 0 < Cinf , inf
(x,y)∈[0,1]2
W ∗(x, y) , we see that γn = Cinfρn and
∑
(i,j)∈Ω Θ
∗
ij
n
∈ [γn, ρn] = [Cinfρn, ρn]. So, with probability greater than 1 − 2e−Cnρn , Â ∈
[
Cinf ρn
2
, (1 +
Cinf
2
)ρn
]
.
Let N be such that log(N)−
1
5 ≤ Cinf
1+
Cinf
2
and log(N)
1
5 ≥ 2C−1inf . For all n ≥ N , with probability greater than
1− 2e−Cnρn , γ̂n ∈
[
γn, γn
]
and ρ̂n ∈
[
ρn, ρn
]
.
To prove Theorem 3, we work conditionnaly on the event E . Note that in the model (1), the law of the remaining
entries (Ai,j)(i,j) 6∈Ω is independent of E . Since on E both Θ̂ and Θ∗ belong to the set
[
γn, ρn
]
, we have
∥∥∥Θ̂−Θ∗∥∥∥2
2
=
∑
(i,j)∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij −Θ∗ij
)2
+
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij −Θ∗ij
)2
≤ nρ2n +
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij −Θ∗ij
)2
. (26)
We adapt the proof of Theorem 1 to bound the second term. Let ǫn , C
(
ρn
/
γn
)2 (
n log(k) + k2
)
where C is
the same absolute constant as in Theorem 1, and let ǫ0 , ρnǫn. We start by considering the following two cases:
Case 1:
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij − Θ˜ij
)2
≤ ǫ0. Then, the statement of Theorem 3 follows from (26) and Lemma 19:
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij −Θ∗ij
)2
≤ 2
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij − Θ˜ij
)2
+ 2
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ˜ij −Θ∗ij
)2
≤ 2ρnǫn + 16ρnK(Θ∗, Θ˜)
≤ C log(n)ρn
(
K(Θ∗, Θ˜) + n log(k) + k2
)
.
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Case 2:
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij − Θ˜ij
)2
> ǫ0. Then Θ̂ belongs to the set
S =
Θ ∈ ∪z∈Zn,kTz : ∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij − Θ˜ij
)2
> ǫ0, ‖Θ‖∞ ≤ ρn, min
i<j
{Θij} ≥ γn
 .
As before, Lemma 19 implies∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij −Θ∗ij
)2
≤ 8ρn
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
K(Θ∗ij , Θ̂ij)
≤ 8ρnK(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 8ρn
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
K(Θ∗ij , Θ̂ij)−K(Θ∗ij , Θ˜ij)
)
.
On the event E , Θ˜ belongs to the set of matrices on which the maximum likelihood estimator is defined, thus the
definition of Θ̂ implies
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
K(Aij , Θ̂ij)−K(Aij , Θ˜ij)
)
≤ 0 and
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij −Θ∗ij
)2
≤ 8ρnK(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 8ρn
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
K(Θ∗ij , Θ̂ij)−K(Aij , Θ̂ij)−
(
K(Θ∗ij , Θ˜ij)−K(Aij , Θ˜ij)
))
.
The proof of the following lemma follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 3, and we do not present it.
Lemma 18. There exists a constant C > 0 depending only on Cinf such that for all Θ ∈ S simultaneously we have∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
K(Θ∗ij ,Θij)−K(Aij ,Θij)−
(
K(Θ∗ij , Θ˜ij)−K(Aij , Θ˜ij)
))∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 132ρn
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θij − Θ˜ij
)2
+ ǫn
with probability at least 1− 5 exp (−Cρn (n log(k) + k2)).
This implies that on the event E , with large probability,∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij −Θ∗ij
)2
≤ 8ρnK(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 1
4
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij − Θ˜ij
)2
+ 8ǫnρn
≤ 8ρnK(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 1
2
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij −Θ∗ij
)2
+
1
2
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ
∗
ij − Θ˜ij
)2
+ 8ǫnρn
1
2
∑
(i,j) 6∈Ω
(
Θ̂ij −Θ∗ij
)2
≤ (8ρn + 4ρn)K(Θ∗, Θ˜) + 8ǫnρn. (27)
Using (26) and (27), we have shown that for n ≥ N and some constants C,C′ > 0 depending only on Cinf , with
probability at least 1− 5 exp (−Cρn (n log(k) + k2))− 2 exp (−Cnρn),∥∥∥Θ̂−Θ∗∥∥∥2
2
≤ C
(
ρ2nn+ ρnK(Θ∗, Θ˜) + ρnǫn
)
.
We conclude the proof of Theorem 3 by noticing that nρn
2 ≤ ρnǫn and using that ρn = C log(n) 15 ρn.
4.7 Proof of Proposition 1
By definition,
K
(
Θ
∗,Θbc
)
=
∑
i<j
(
Θ
∗
ij log
(
Θ∗ij
Θbcij
)
+
(
1−Θ∗ij
)
log
(
1−Θ∗ij
1−Θbcij
))
≤
∑
i<j
(
Θ
∗
ij
Θ∗ij −Θbcij
Θbcij
+
(
1−Θ∗ij
) Θbcij −Θ∗ij
1−Θbcij
)
=
∑
i<j
(
Θbcij −Θ∗ij
)2(
1−Θbcij
)
Θbcij
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where the second line follows from the fact that for all x > 0, log(x) ≤ x − 1. Since for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, Θbcij and
Θ∗ij belong to [Cinfρn, ρn], this yields
K
(
Θ
∗,Θbc
)
≤
∑
i<j
(
Θbcij −Θ∗ij
)2
(1− ρn)Cinfρn .
Now, recall that Θ∗ij = ρnW (ζi, ζj) and define z
∗ : [n] → [k] by z∗(i) = ∑
1≤a≤k
a1
{
ζi ∈
[
a−1
k
, a
k
)}
for all i ∈ [n].
Moreover, define Θbcij = ρnW
(
z∗(i)
k
, z
∗(j)
k
)
. Note that by definition of z∗, for all i,
∣∣∣ζi − z∗(i)k ∣∣∣ ≤ 1k . Thus
K
(
Θ
∗,Θbc
)
≤ ρn
Cinf (1− ρn)
∑
i<j
(
W (ζi, ζj)−W
(
z∗(i)
k
,
z∗(j)
k
))2
≤ 4ρnM
2
Cinf (1− ρn)
∑
i<j
(
1
k
)2(α∧1)
where the last equation follows from (12).
4.8 Technical lemmas
Lemma 19. For all Θ, Θ′ ∈ Rn×n and Π ∈ [0, 1]n×nsym ,
‖Θ−Θ′‖22,Π ≤ 8
(‖Θ‖∞ ∨ ‖Θ′‖∞)KΠ(Θ,Θ′).
Proof. By definition of Bernoulli Kullback-Leibler divergence for any 0 < q, q′ < 1 we have that
K(q, q′) = q log
(
q
q′
)
+ (1− q) log
(
1− q
1− q′
)
≥
(√
q −
√
q′
)2
+
(√
1− q −
√
1− q′
)2
≥ 1
2
[(√
q −
√
q′
)
−
(√
1− q −
√
1− q′
)]2
.
Using Taylor’s Theorem for some η between q and q′ we get
K(q, q′) ≥ 1
2
[
1
2
√
η
(
q − q′)+ 1
2
√
1− η
(
q − q′)]2 = (q − q′)2
8
[
1√
η
+
1√
1− η
]2
=
(q − q′)2
8
[
1
η
+
1
1− η
]
=
(q − q′)2
8
1
η(1− η) ≥
(q − q′)2
8(q ∨ q′) .
(28)
Now Lemma 19 follows from (28) and
KΠ(Θ,Θ′) =
∑
i<j
ΠijK(Θij ,Θ′ij).
Lemma 20. Let Θ˜
s
and ns be defined as in (8), and assume that γn ≤ 12 , then
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜s)−KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜) ≤ 2γnns.
Proof.
KΠ(Θ∗, Θ˜s)−KΠ(Θ∗ij , Θ˜ij) =
∑
i<j
Πij
(
Θ
∗
ij log
(
Θ˜ij
Θ˜
s
ij
)
+ (1−Θ∗ij) log
(
1− Θ˜ij
1− Θ˜sij
))
=
∑
i<j
Πij1
{
Θ˜ij < γn
}(
Θ
∗
ij log
(
Θ˜ij
γn
)
+ (1−Θ∗ij) log
(
1− Θ˜ij
1− γn
))
≤
∑
i<j
Πij1
{
Θ˜ij < γn
}
(1−Θ∗ij) log
(
1 +
γn − Θ˜ij
1− γn
)
≤
∑
i<j
Πij1
{
Θ˜ij < γn
} γn − Θ˜ij
1− γn ≤
∑
i<j
Πij1
{
Θ˜ij < γn
}
2γn ≤ 2nsγn.
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